Using the hyper-exponential recurrence criterion, a large deviation principle for the occupation measure is derived for a class of non-linear monotone stochastic partial differential equations. The main results are applied to many concrete SPDEs such as stochastic p-Laplace equation, stochastic porous medium equation, stochastic fast-diffusion equation, and even stochastic real GinzburgLandau equation driven by α-stable noises.
Introduction
The large time asymptotics for stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) have been studied in abundant literatures, see [1, 2, 6, 13, 17, 25, 28, 30, 39] for ergodicity and [9, 10] for random attractor. An SPDE is ergodic means that the occupation measures of its solution converge to a unique invariant measure. It is natural to further ask whether the occupation measures satisfy a Donsker-Varadhan's large deviation principle [5, 3, 8] , which gives an estimate on the probability that the occupation measures are deviated from the invariant measure.
Although Freidlin-Wentzell's small noise large deviation principles have been intensively studied for stochastic (partial) differential equations in recent years, see e.g. [3, 8, 22, 45] , there seem only very few papers on the large deviations of DonskerVaradhan type for large time, see Gourcy's works [14, 15] for stochastic Burgers and Navier-Stokes equations and Jaksic et al. [19, 20] for some dissipative SPDEs.
Wu [43] gave a criterion of large deviation principle of occupation measures for strong Feller and irreducible Markov processes, in which one needs to check hyper-exponential recurrence. Many techniques such as Bismut-Elworthy-Li formula [7] and Wang type Harnack inequality [37, 38] have been developed for studying strong Feller property and irreducibility. However, hyper-exponential recurrence is a very strong condition and hard to be verified for stochastic PDEs. This paper is devoted to studying LDP of the occupation measure for a family of monotone stochastic (partial) differential equations with some strong coercivity, which include some non-Lipschitz stochastic differential equations, stochastic porous media equations, stochastic p-Laplace equation see e.g. [23, 35, 39, 48] and so on. Our approach is via the hyper-exponential recurrence criterion by Wu. On the one hand, thanks to the monotonicity, strong Feller property and irreducibility are established by coupling techniques [38] and Wang type Harnack inequality. On the other hand, the strong coercivity (r > 1 in (H3) below) paves a way for us to proving hyper-recurrence condition.
For real Ginzburg-Landau equation driven by α-stable noise, the Freidlin-Wentzell's small noise large deviation does not hold since α-stable noise does not have second moment. However, as the time tends to infinity, the strong coercive nonlinearity N(x) = x − x 3 wins the heavy tail effect to produce hyper-exponential recurrence and thus large deviation principle.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the models and main theorems. In Section 3, the main theorems are applied to some concrete examples of stochastic (partial) differential equations. In Section 4, we recall the hyper-exponential criterion about the LDP for Markov processes with strong Feller property and irreducibility. The proofs of the main theorems are given in Section 5.
The models and results
Let (H, ·, · H , · H ) be a separable Hilbert space and let (V, · V ) be a Banach space such that V ⊂ H continuously and densely. Let V * be the dual space of V , it is well known V ⊂ H ⊂ V * continuously and densely. If V * ·, · V denotes the dualization between V * and V , it follows that
is called a Gelfand triple. In this paper, we always assume that V is compactly embedded in H. Thus, there exists a constant η > 0 such that
Consider the following stochastic differential equation on H
where {W t } t≥0 is a cylindrical Q-Wiener process with Q := I on another separable Hilbert space (U, ·, · U ) and being defined on a complete probability space (Ω, F , P) with normal filtration {F t } t≥0 , B is in Hilbert-Schmidt space L 2 (U, H). We always assume that the measurable functions A : 
(H3) (Coercivity) There exist r > 0 and c 1 , c 3 ∈ R, c 2 > 0 such that for all v ∈ V ,
(H4) (Boundedness) There exist c 4 > 0 and c 5 > 0 such that for all v ∈ V ,
where r is as in (H3).
and P-a.s.
According to [21, 31] , under Conditions (H1)-(H4), for any X 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω → H; F 0 ; P), (2.2) admits a unique solution {X t } t≥0 . Moreover, we have the following Itô formula
Let X x t be the solution of (2.2) starting from x. Consider the associated transition semigroup
is the class of all bounded Borel measurable functions on H. Throughout this paper, we always assume that the Markov semigroup P t is strong Feller and irreducible in H, that is 
satisfies the LDP on R, with the rate function given by
Examples
In this section, we apply Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 to some concrete examples of stochastic (partial) differential equations.
3.1. Non-Lipschitz stochastic differential equations [48, 35] . Consider the following stochastic differential equation
are continuous functions and {W t } t≥0 is a d-dimensional standard Brownian motion defined on some complete probability space (Ω, F , (F t ) t≥0 , P).
Let ·, · denote the inner product in
Assume that the continuous coefficients b and σ satisfy the following conditions:
(A1) (Monotonicity) There exists a λ 0 ∈ R such that for all
(A2) (Growth of σ) There exists a λ 1 > 0 such that for all
(A3) (Non-degeneracy of σ) For some λ 2 > 0,
(A4) (One-side growth of b) There exist p > 2 and constants
According to Zhang [48] , under (A1)-(A4), the equation (3.1) has a unique continuous strong solution X t , whose semigroup P t is strong Feller and irreducible.
Take V = H = R d . Then (H3) automatically holds in Theorem 2.2 with r > 1. Hence, the assertion in Theorem 2.2 holds for the solution to (3.1).
Remark 3.1. Ren et al. [35] established the strong Feller property and irreducibility for the non-Lipschitz multivalued stochastic differential equation under the similar conditions. Thus, the assertion in Theorem 2.2 also holds for the non-Lipschitz multivalued stochastic differential equation studied in [35] .
3.2.
Stochastic p-Laplace equation [31, 24] . Let Λ be an open bounded domain in R d with smooth boundary. Consider the following Gelfand triple
and the stochastic p-Laplace equation
On the Sobolev space H 1,p 0 (Λ), consider the norm
Since Λ is bounded, by Poincaré inequality we know that · 1,p is equivalent to the classical Sobolev norm in H
. According to the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem, the embedding H
Assume that B is non-degenerate, that is, Bx = 0 implies that x = 0. We define the following intrinsic metric for x ∈ H 1,p 0 (Λ),
+∞ otherwise.
If there exist constants σ ≥ 4 p and δ > 0 such that 
where
be the eigenvalues of −∆ including multiplicities with unite eigenfunctions {e j } j≥1 . For
where {b j } j≥1 satisfies that
Consider the equation
where W is a cylindrical Brownian motion on H γ (D, µ) w.r.t. a complete filtered probability space (Ω, F , {F t } t≥0 , P). According to [31, Example 4.1.11], Conditions (H1)-(H4) hold for system (3.6) and the constant r > 1 in (H3). If (3.5) holds and γ ≥ dp, the Markov semigroup P t is strong Feller by [40, Example 6.1] or [47, Example 3.3] , and P t is irreducible by [47, Example 3.3] . Hence, the assertion in Theorem 2.2 holds for the solution to (3.6).
3.4. Stochastic fast-diffusion equations. As references for this equation, we refer e.g. to [34, 26] .
Let D = (0, 1) ⊂ R and let µ, H γ , L, Ψ, Φ, B be as in section 3.3 with 1/3 < r < 1, γ = 1, c < 0 and q to be determined later.
We consider the equation (3.6) under the triple
According to [34, Theorem 3.9] , (H1)-(H4) hold with 1/3 < r < 1 and c 3 < 0. Furthermore, for all θ ∈ 4 r+1 , 6r+2 r+1
, the Markov semigroup P t is strong Feller and irreducible by [47, Example 3.4] . Hence, the assertion in Theorem 2.3 holds for stochastic fast-diffusion equations.
3.5. Stochastic real Ginzburg-Landau equation driven by α-stable noises [44] . Let T = R/Z be equipped with the usual Riemannian metric, and let dξ denote the Lebesgue measure on T. For any p ≥ 1, let
it is a separable real Hilbert space with inner product
For any x ∈ H, let
It is well known that e k ; e k = e i2πkξ , k ∈ Z * is an orthonormal basis of H. For each x ∈ H, it can be represented by Fourier series
Let ∆ be the Laplace operator on H. It is well known that D(∆) = H 2,2 (T) ∩ H. In our setting, ∆ can be determined by the following relations: for all k ∈ Z * ,
Define the operator A σ with σ ≥ 0 by
where {x k } k∈Z * are the Fourier coefficients of x, and
For σ > 0, let
Then, H σ is densely and compactly embedded in H. Particularly, let
We shall study 1D stochastic Ginzburg-Landau equation on T as the following
where (i) the nonlinear term N is defined by
(ii) L t = k∈Z * β k l k (t)e k is an α-stable process on H with {l k (t)} k∈Z * being i.i.d. 1-dimensional symmetric α-stable process sequence with α > 1. Moreover, we assume that there exist some C 1 , C 2 > 0 so that
. Definition 3.3. We say that a predictable H-valued stochastic process X = (X x t ) is a mild solution to Eq. (3.7) if, for any t ≥ 0, x ∈ H, it holds (P-a.s.):
The following properties for the solutions can be found in [44, 41] .
Proposition 3.4 ([44, 41]).
Assume that α ∈ (3/2, 2) and
, the following statements hold:
(1) For every x ∈ H and ω ∈ Ω a.s., Eq. (3.7) admits a unique mild solution
X is a Markov process, which is strong Feller and irreducible in H, and X admits a unique invariant measure π.
Moreover, we prove that the system converges to its invariant measure µ with exponential rate under a topology stronger than the total variation, and the occupation measure L t obeys the moderate deviation principle by constructing some Lyapunov test functions in our previous paper [41] .
We shall establish in this paper the large deviation principle for the occupation measure L t in the next theorem. 
General results about large deviations
In this section, we recall some general results on the Large Deviation Principle for strong Feller and irreducible Markov processes from [42, 43] .
Let E be a Polish metric space. Consider a general E-valued càdlàg Markov process
where
• Ω = D([0, +∞); E), which is the space of the càdlàg functions from [0, +∞) to E equipped with the Skorokhod topology; for each ω ∈ Ω, X t (ω) = ω(t); • F 0 t = σ{X s : 0 ≤ s ≤ t} for any t ≥ 0 (nature filtration); • F = σ{X t : t ≥ 0} and P x (X 0 = x) = 1.
Hence, P x is the law of the Markov process with initial state x ∈ E. For any initial measure ν on E, let P ν (dω) := E P x (dω)ν(dx). Its transition probability is denoted by {P t (x, dy)} t≥0 .
For all f ∈ B b (E), define
For any t > 0, P t is said to be strong Feller if
for all y ∈ E and all neighborhoods U of x. Notice that the accessibility of {P t } t≥0 to any x ∈ E is the so called topological transitivity in Wu [43] .
The empirical measure of level-3 (or process level) is given by
δ θsX ds where (θ s X) t = X s+t for all t, s ≥ 0 are the shifts on Ω. Thus, R t is a random variable valued in M 1 (Ω), the space of all probability measures on Ω. The level-3 entropy functional of Donsker-Varadhan H : For any measurable set K ∈ E, let
(1) 
Then the family P ν (L t ∈ ·) satisfies the LDP on M 1 (E) w.r.t. the τ -topology with the rate function J defined by (4.1), and uniformly for initial measures ν in the subset A. More precisely, the following three properties hold:
The proof of main theorems
In this section, we prove the main theorems of this paper according to Theorem 4.1. 
Proof.
Step 1. We first prove that there exists a constant C such that for any initial value X 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω → H; F 0 , P),
By Itô's formula, we have for any t > s ≥ 0,
It is easy to check from (2.3) that t s X u , B(X u )dW u H : t ≥ s is a martingale. Taking the expectation of the both sides of (5.2), we have
By Condition (H3) and (2.1), we have
Taking s = 0 in the above inequality and according to Lemma 6.1 below, there exists a constant C independent of X 0 satisfying (5.1).
Step 2. By (5.3) and Condition (H3), we obtain that
which, together with (5.1), further gives
where the constant C is independent of X 0 . Therefore, we can conclude that there exists
The proof is complete.
The hyper-exponential recurrence.
Next, we will verify the hyper-exponential recurrence condition (4.3).
By the Markov property of X and Lemma 5.1, we know that there exists a sequence of times {t n ; n ≥ 1} such that t n ∈ [2n − 1, 2n] and
where C is the constant in Lemma 5.1.
For any M > 0, define the hitting time of {X tn } n≥1 :
Clearly, K is compact in H. Recall the definitions of τ K and τ
(1)
K in (4.2). It is obvious that
This fact, together with the following important theorem, implies the hyper-exponential recurrence condition (4.3).
Theorem 5.2. For any λ > 0, there exists a constant M such that
Proof. For any n ∈ N, let
By the Markov property of {X tn } n∈N , Chebychev's inequality and (5.6), we obtain that for any ν ∈ M 1 (H),
where C is the constant in Lemma 5.5. By the induction, we have for any n ≥ 0,
This inequality, together with Fubini's theorem, implies that for any λ > 0, ν ∈ M 1 (H),
which is finite as M > Ce λ . The proof is complete.
5.2.
The proof of Theorem 2.3. The strategy to verify the hyper-exponential recurrence condition in this section is inspirited by Gourcy [14, 15] .
First, we establish the following crucial exponential estimate for the solution.
Proposition 5.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3, for any fixed 0 < λ 0 < −c 3 /(2C B ) and x ∈ H, the process X satisfies that for any t > 0,
Proof. Let
ds. By Itô's formula and (H3), we have
H dt + 2 X t , B(X t )dW t H . In the same spirit, denoting by d[Y, Y ] t the quadratic variation process of a semimartingale Y , we can also compute with the Itô's formula,
Let Z t := e −λ 0 c 1 t e λ 0 Yt . By Itô's formula again, we obtain that when λ 0 < −c 3 /(2C B ),
Since Z t ≥ 0, we obtain by Fatou's lamma
, which is stronger than (5.9).
For any measurable set K ⊂ H, recall the stopping times τ K and τ
K defined by (4.2). Now, we will verify the hyper-exponential recurrence condition (4.3) 
Proof. The proof is inspirited by Gourcy [14, 15] . Take
where the constant M will be fixed later. Since the embedding V ⊂ H is compact, K is a compact subset in H.
The definition of the occupation measure implies that
With our choice for K, we have
), we obtain by Chebychev's inequality
Integrating (5.9) w.r.t. ν(dx) and plugging it into the above estimate yields
where C := c 2 4 M r − c 1 . Let λ > 0 be fixed. By the formula of the integration by parts, we have
Now, we can choose M such that λ 0 C − λ > 0 in the definition (5.11) of K. Then, taking the supremum over {ν = δ x , x ∈ K}, we get
where (2.1) is used. Thus, the first inequality in (5.10) holds true. We obtain the second inequality in (5.10) in the same way: since τ K ≤ τ
5.3. The proof of Theorem 3.5.
Some estimates.
In this part, we will give some prior estimates, which are necessary for verifying the hyper-exponential recurrence condition (4.3).
Recall the following inequalities (see [44] ):
Let Z t be the following Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process:
where L t = k∈Z * β k l k (t)e k is the α-stable process defined in Eq. (3.7). It is well known that
The following maximal inequality can be found in [44, Lemma 3.1].
and any 0 < p < α, we have
where C depends on α, θ, β, p.
Let Y t := X t − Z t . Then Y t satisfies the following equation: 
where the constant C(T ) does not depend on the initial value Y 0 = x.
Proof. By the chain rule, we obtain that
Using the following Young inequalities: for any y, z ∈ L 4 (T; R) and C 1 > 0, there exists C 2 > 0 satisfying that
and using Hölder inequality and the elementary inequality 2 √ a ≤ a/b+b for all a, b > 0, we obtain that there exists a constant C ≥ 1 satisfying that
This inequality, together with Eq. (5.13), Eq. (5.18) and Hölder inequality, implies that
with the initial value h(0) = x 2 H ≥ 0. By the comparison theorem (e.g., the deterministic case of [18, Chapter VI, Theorem 1.1]), we obtain that
where the function g solves the following equaiton Hence, by Lemma 5.5, we obtain that for any p ∈ (0, α/4),
By Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.7, we obtain that Lemma 5.8. For all T > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1/2) and p ∈ (0, α/4), we have
where the constant C T,δ,p does not depend on the initial value X 0 = x.
5.3.2.
The hyper-exponential Recurrence. In this part, we will verify the hyper-exponential recurrence condition (4.3).
For any δ ∈ (0, 1/2), M > 0, define the hitting time of {X n } n≥1 :
K ≤ τ M . This fact, together with the following important theorem, implies the hyper-exponential recurrence condition (4.3). Proof. Since we have the uniform estimate in Lemma 5.8, the proof of this theorem is the same as that in Theorem 5.2. We omit the detail here.
